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Causal factors for abdominal aortic aneurysm
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Recent changes in epidemiology of abdominal aortic 
aneurysm (AAA)

• Population screening in UK & Sweden shows a decreasing 
prevalence of AAA in 65y men (from 5% in 1998 to 1% now)

• Decreasing  both prevalence AAA & incidence of ruptured AAA 
are associated with reduction in population smoking

• Increasing age at clinical presentation

• Stronger evidence for association with increased serum 
cholesterol concentration & diastolic blood pressure

• Questionable evidence for inverse association with diabetes



Genetic markers for the big 3 risk factors for AAA

Age Telomere shortening
Smoking SNPs associated with smoking onset
Male Y chromosome, steroid hormones



Do long telomeres increase the risk of cancer?
Telomere Mendelian Randomisation Collaboration. JAMA Oncol. 2017;3:636-51
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Long telomeres reduce 
risk of AAA

OR 0.63 [95%CI 0.49-0.81)

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/core/lw/2.0/html/tileshop_pmc/tileshop_pmc_inline.html?title=Click%20on%20image%20to%20zoom&p=PMC3&id=5638008_emss-74334-f001.jpg


Smoking & risk of AAA
Larsson et al Eur Heart J doi: 10.1093/eurheartj/ehaa19326-33

Smoking initiation scores, using multiple 
influential SNPs, UK Biobank

AAA OR 1.74 [95%CI 1.33-2.26]



Smoking & risk of AAA
Mendelian randomisation analysis from Million Veterans study Circulation 2020

Diastolic blood pressure



Lipids & risk of AAA
Harrison SC et al JAMA Cardiol 2018;3:26-33

Lipid risk scores, using 
multiple influential SNPs
in arterial disease GWAS

Protection from AAA

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/core/lw/2.0/html/tileshop_pmc/tileshop_pmc_inline.html?title=Click%20on%20image%20to%20zoom&p=PMC3&id=5833524_jamacardiol-3-26-g001.jpg


GWAS of abdominal aortic aneurysm summarised

• Currently ~30 SNPs over half the chromosomes 
• Some common to coronary heart disease
• Subject to residual confounding
• No strong supporting evidence that any SNP is causal

Many genes of small effect, consistent with known pathobiology.
GWAS SNPs may reflect the response to AAA rather than its cause



Causal factors for abdominal aortic aneurysm
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Mendelian randomisation studies use leukocyte DNA
Are they representative of tissue DNA?

Demenalis et al Science 2020;360: 11 Sept

Telomere length decreases with age in all 
tissues except testis & cerebellum

Variation across tissues, but all well 
correlated with leukocyte telomere length

No evidence for strength of 
smoking associated SNPs in brain


